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About This Game
The most popular music game is now available on Steam. The easiest way to realize your musical ideas is with just a few mouse
clicks. In front of you is a panel (kind of a launchpad) with notes with different musical instruments. There's a few musical
instruments (Kicks,Snares,Hits,some Percs,Piano board and more).You can adjust the tempo, volume, tonality,key and
scale.Change delay time and add fx effects. You can import and export your creations to saved presets.Any inspired imagination
can be made by this tiny but powerfull virtual launchpad by just your power of thought and mouse clicking.
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Title: StepX
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
LillyWelland inc.
Publisher:
Bitlock Studio
Release Date: 26 Sep, 2017

b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7
Processor: DualCore CPU
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: any
Storage: 50 MB available space
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The game sucks.... Cute puzzle came like Violett. Recommended for kids and those who still feel like.. I am so torn over how to
rate this game. Because it's only $2, I'm going to give it a thumbs up. But just barely.
On the one hand, this is really a great little fairy tale VR game. I loved it. It's truly magical.
On the other hand, nothing on the Steam pages prepares you for the fact that you just paid for "part 1" and that the ending is...
bad... confusing... a cliffhanger? I'm not even sure. I don't even understand how it connects to the rest of the game entirely.
Also, there is a nasty bug that resets your score to a lower number even if you got everything. I was at 94% before the
conclusion, then (afraid I missed something) went back and made sure I got all the paintings. Doing this dropped my score to
79%. Turns out the ending itself is the last 6%. So I had completed everything but failed to score it.
I also found it annoying that , when replaying, you can't skip past the vocals.
It's probably worth $2 however to see such an interesting take on how to use VR to produce a magical tale. But I hope the
creators make the ending more meaningful and fix the problems I mentioned.. Well it is pretty hard XD. Good Game. I wish i
could save a stage but its ok since it only takes like 30seconds to reach that stage i died in XD. Very fun game to play.
Sometimes it gets stale after a while, and can be frustrating, but I always come back to it.. Awesome game, hard as balls and fun
as hell. Music is awesome and the visuals as crisp!
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If you are a fan of Chipzel's music buy the album and go buy audiosurf 1 or 2 and play it there you will have a way better time
there. This game has the same concept as that racing game in the 200-in-1 game your grandmother buys you when you were 7
except somehow they screw with the controls. They feel extremely sluggish as if the same grandmother who bought you the
200-in-1 game was the driver of the car, most the time im holding the left or right arrow and the car barley turns either direction
but gods forbid i let go and the car go right back to its original position faster than light. Now i am a fan of difficult games i
played super hexagon, dark souls, demon souls, dank suits 2, all the touhou's and those have a learning curve and the deaths in
those games dont feel half as cheap as the one's in this game and most of the time its because grandma wont turn the car fast
enough.
So there if you find this game's concept enjoyable buy the 200-in-1 version and buy the sound track its a way better use of your
money.. This is one of the worst strategy games I've ever played.
This game has the idea that turn-based strategy is blind shots into a fog of war, with narrow similar style maps, and a lack of any
rng statisitcs or stat boosting options.
The people who made this game have no idea what they are doing.
The gameplay ends up being pretty underwhelming and really ugly, with a lot of basic options and settings missing.
This game can't go into fullscreen, only window mode with letterbox options. You can not adjust resolution settings and there
are no seperate audio settings other than on/off with esc.
You can't even quit the game from the title screen, you need to x away the window or alt-f4.
I can't get the game to "auto save" as the developer claims it does while playing Dungeon Mode, so my progress to the second
level always dissappears when I turn off the game. I tried several times, but the game failed to care I beat stage 1.
This is a large list of negatives, and I ended up getting a refund within 1 hour.
It's pathetic to see a company try to sell a game that lacks such basic options and operations or a fun factor.
I'm hoping a patch will be released to address these issues, especially the lack of saving progress. If someone can explain the
solution to that here, I would appreciate it, but this should not even BE an issue!
Skip this title, there are many better turn-based strategy games on Steam. Save that bargain bin change for a cup of coffee..
DISCLAIMER: played over 3 h offline
If you search a simple, easy to learn but hard to master, shooter like old '80 - '90 games for enjoying some hours of frenetic
shooting, this game is recommended.
You are an antibiotic and you should fight pesky viruses in a top down environment. Recover "energy" point in order to unlock
more powerful "drones" for shoot down quickly the nasty viruses.
About users complaining about lack of options... the game is so light, do not require a powerful pc to run it. I'm playing it on a
2010 notebook with a Nvidia GT120M. 60 fps all time at 1600x900. Vsync on. What to ask more?
Also the game has all features announced by the Devs. Nothing more, nothing less. Just read the description in store page.. First
of all a disclaimer: I bought it on sale. For the sale price it was okay. The story is quirky and whimsical and makes little sense,
which means the puzzles also make little sense and I had to check walkthroughs more than once. The voice acting is good, music
is good, controls are good and backgrounds/graphics style is quite unique. Replayability value is zero, so I don't think the full
price it's really worth this game, but if you see it on sale and like point-and-click adventures it's worth a try. I didn't think this
was a fantastic game and it will not really stick with me, but I enjoyed it.. Fun game created by a single developer! It's chaotic
and challenging and the battlefield becomes a mess quick! If you're in for a challenge this is a great $5 game.. eh...cant do
anything good in the game without a joystic, missles from enimes are basicly like killing something that cant fight back and
other controls are just hard to aim at anything. The map should shrink after all boxes are destroyed.... Totally awesome VR
game for a great price.
I love the 3 different game modes that mix up the fun and I can't wait for more updates. It's absolutely worth it in its current
state!
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